




 
 

 
                            RULES AND DEALING PROCEDURES 
 
Match’em Hi-Lo is a game in which the players try to predict if the point total of their three (3) card 
hand will be either higher OR lower than the point total of the dealer’s three (3) card hand. 
 
The value that each card contributes to the point total of a hand is as follows: 
Ace:  1 or 11 points – (for “LO” hands, Ace equals 1 AND for “HI” hands, Ace equals 11) 
2 thru 10: Face value 
J, Q, K: 0 points 
 
This game uses a standard, 52-card deck of playing cards.  This game can be played with a single deck 
OR with multiple decks.  Up to seven players can play at one table. 
 
Rules and Dealing Procedures 
 

1. To start the game, each player must place an “Ante” wager, and can make the optional “Match 
Bonus” and/or “Poker Bonus” bets. 

 
2. The dealer, working clockwise from his left to his right, gives each player a packet of three 

cards, then himself a packet of five cards. 
 

3. After receiving cards and totaling their hand the player must decide if they think their hand total 
will be higher OR lower than the dealer’s hand point total. 

a. The player will then place their hand (face down) in the corresponding box for “HI” or 
“LO” depending on how they want to play. 

b. At this point, the player also has the option to double his initial bet (“Double Down”) by 
placing an equal wager to the “Ante” wager. 

 
4. After all HI/LO decisions have been made (plus any optional “Double Down” bets), the dealer 

flips over his 5-card hand and determines both a 3-card “HI” point total hand, and a 3-card “LO” 
point total hand by the following method: 

a. The dealer first determines the lowest possible three card point total out of his five cards. 
b. These three cards are placed on the “LO” side of the dealer layout with the highest point 

card of the three being placed in the middle “shared” card position.  (NOTE: if the 
dealer’s 3-card “LO” hand includes an ace, the ace is placed in the middle “shared” card 
position). 

c. The dealer places his remaining two cards into the “HI” card boxes of the dealer layout. 
 



5. The dealer now has five cards, in a row, lying in front of him.  If looking from the player’s view 
point, the two cards to the far left AND the middle “shared” card makeup the dealer’s “LO” 
hand.  The two cards to the far right AND the middle “shared” card makeup the dealer’s “HI” 
hand.  (NOTE: if the middle “shared” card is an ace, it counts as a 1-pt for the dealer’s “LO” 
hand and 11-pts for the dealer’s “HI” hand). 

 
6. The dealer will then resolve the game with each player individually, one at a time, from right to 

left: 
a. The point totals for the dealer’s “HI” and “LO” hands are compared to the player’s point 

total according to how they played. 
i. If the player played his cards in the “HI” box: The player wins his Ante and 

Double Down (if played) even money, if his point total is equal to OR higher than 
the dealer’s “HI” hand, otherwise he loses. 

ii. If the player played his cards in the “LO” box: The player wins his Ante and 
Double Down (if played) even money, if his point total is equal to OR lower than 
the dealer’s “LO” hand, otherwise he loses. 

iii. PLAYER WINS TIES – even money. 
 

7. If the player made a “Match Bonus” bet, the dealer compares all five (5) cards to the three (3) 
player cards and the wager is paid out according to the “Match Bonus” paytable: 

 
Matched Cards Pays 

Match 5 dealer cards 100 to 1 
Match 4 dealer cards 25 to 1 
Match 3 dealer cards 4 to 1 
Match 2 dealer cards 1 to 1 

 

8. If the player made a “Poker Bonus” bet, the best 3-card poker hand based on the player’s 3-cards 
is determined and paid out in accordance to the “Poker Bonus” paytable: 

 
Hand Pays 

Suited 3 of a Kind 100 to 1 
Straight Flush 25 to 1 
3 of a Kind 15 to 1 
Straight 4 to 1 
Suited Pair 3 to 1 
Flush 2 to 1 
Pair 1 to 1 

 

Operators cannot allow wagering limits to exceed the authorized limits set out in WAC 
230-15-040 and WAC 230-15-140. 



Match'em Bonus
# Matching Cards A1 A2 A3

5 100 to 1 80 to 1 100 to 1
4 25 to 1 25 to 1 30 to 1
3 4 to 1 4 to 1 3 to 1
2 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1

House Adv. 3.12% 3.99% 4.97%

Poker Bonus
Winning Hands B1 B2 B3

Suited 3 of a Kind 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1
Straight Flush 25 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1
3 of a Kind 15 to 1 12 to 1 10 to 1
Straight 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1
Suited Pair 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1
Flush 2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1
One Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1
House Adv. 3.33% 3.85% 4.89%
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